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Regarding the spectrum of turbulent boundary-layer (TBL) pressure averaged ov*»r a flush or shielded area, two distinct wavenumber domains are distinguished: (1) the domain of convective wave numbers K > ui/U^ [U^ = asymptotic flow velocity, Y. = (K, ,K~) ] such that boundary-layer eddies of frozen shape convected downstream at speed u < U^ can generate pressure fluctuations of the given frequency; in this domain the wavenumber-frequency spectrum of TBL pressura P(R,eu) has a broad peak; (2) the domain of relatively low wavenumbers where the response function for pressure on the area in question has its largest magnitude. For a circular flush area of radius R , the contribution to the average-pressure spectrum Q (u>) from the high-wavenumber domain, for ouR /U^ » 1, varies as R" . If P(TC,UJ) averaged over the angle of It is substantially constant (wavenumber-white) for most K < 2rrR~ , the contribution to Q (uu) from the low-wavenumber domain varies rather as R" . A further low-wavenumber contribution due to compressibility (K < uu/c, c = sound speed), for u>R /c < 1, will be independent of R . In the average-pressure spectrum on an area separated from the flow by a fluid layer or depth L, the high-wavenumber contribution is indicated to be reduced relative to an equal flush area 2 much as though averaged not over the actual area TTR but over the entire lateral area of the layer face; in the limit of a laterally infinite layer, a residual reduction factor ~exp (^uuL/U^) instead applies. The low-wavenumber contribution is reduced rather as 2 though averaged over an area TTR In the design of sonar systems, achievement of optimum configurations, or positive control, for flow noise depends on adequately understanding its generation by pressure fluctuations associated with a turbulent boundary layer. In our efforts, we have to guard against ovcrreliance on theoretical restatement of empirical observation, which we may extrapolate beyond its range of validity, and against use of o^crspccializcd theoretical models, which outside some restricted domain may be groundless and are often unnecessary. In this paper we aim to emphasize certain facts and presumptions, mostly already recognized, and use a corresponding characterization of the pressure field to point out relations depending mainly on the grosser and more immediately relevant properties, with application both to flush-mounted and dome-shielded elements and arrays.
Wavenmnber spectrum of pressure; frequency spectrum of average pressure on a large element I(K,u)) in the convective range is susceptible to estimation by means of scmiempirical models of the convected velocity field, as by Kraichnan [l] and many others. In the nonconvective tail, I is less accessible to theory. But in average-pressure spectra on elements with tuR V\J » 1 this range is strongly weighted. In fact, we reasonably approximate Q as a sum of contributions Q from a low-wavenumber interval where the reduction factor due to averaging is not small and Q from the high-wavenumber interval where I has its convective peak: array, reduction in the noise pressure spectrum averaged over active area could be achieved by packing the array as tightly as possible, subject to other constraints, to take advantage of coherent cancellation by neighboring elements.
On tho contrary assumption that I does not thus decline or that tight packing is excluded, for an array of N flush elements of radius R (» U /o>) the spectrum . o^ oo' ' r Q _(o>) of pressure averaged over the total active area A is indenen.Jent of R and varies inversely as A:
On the same assumption, for a sheathed array of fixed active area and maximum total (active plus dead) area, the spectrum averaged over active area instead has a minimum achieved by packing the array as loosely as possible and choosing the smallest permissible element ! size, j
For such a sheathed array, it the totnl-to-active area ratio exceeds 4 and L > 0.7 r (with H~l), there is a maximum frequency u> below which the noise-reduction ). In any event, the scaling of pressure with boundary-layer parameters cannot be regarded as well established over the entire range of interest, and, in particular, the decrease of flow noise wiLh distance aft may be much less than would be inferred from the conventional scaling law.
Conclusion
In summary, in the wavenumber spectrum of boundary layer pressure at given frequency we usefully distinguish low-and high-wavenumber ranges, the latter corresponding to possible generation by a convected eddy field. In the frequency spectrum of average pressure on a large flush element, the high-wavenumber component varies as R " , _2 and the low probably more as R . Acceptance of experimental indications that the total varies roughly as R implies dominance of the low-wavenumber part.
With regard to a dome-shielded or sheathed element, the high-wavenumber contribution to the pressure spectrum is reduced relative to that for flush mounting much as though averaged over the lateral area of the dome section, provided the sheath thickness exceeds a small (frequency- 
